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They're Going To Enact The Digital Mark And Force Us All Into Slavery - Tyranny Is Here When Governm

 (https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/b/R29vZ2xl/AVvXsEj8OfDwb-zNvbqfUFP4KdgHpIqd4QpW5FCWL

ZgQo6UjjMBq3KxZpqsI9aCSI1z8HNnIZCuR3B91CLE/s500/

By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free Or

In this important new story over at WND (https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/biden-planning-protect-us-cash-beginning-dec-13/) that Steve Quayle linked to on his w
America that if Robert Kiyosaki, investment guru and author of the personal finance book "Rich Dad, Poor Dad," (https://amzn.to/3pcJ8bf) and former CIA emp
treasonous act in US history (https://www.ibtimes.com/kiyosaki-warns-about-eo-14067-calls-cbdc-creation-communism-its-purest-form-3578565)'. 

With Kiyosaki and Rickards warning December 13th marked the date when Joe Biden's Executive Order 14067 (https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/documents/e
Assets, signed on March  9th of 2022, would do away with our current monetary system, as that WND story reports, when that warned of day happens, "paper

Ushering in a new 'digital age' in which 'money' could be much more easily 'controlled' than the current dollar system, while we here at ANP absolutely hate to 
system will allow 'government' to do, quite literally allowing them to 'turn off' our 'money' if we don't 'comply' with their agendas.

Turning America into something that looks a lot like what's happening now in China where their social credit system allows 'govt' to give poor scores to people 
social-credit-system-punishments-and-rewards-explained-2018-4) and take away freedoms, as one ANP reader warned us while sending us that WND story vi
of billions in the last year. Use the fiat to buy up everything, then crash the system. Enact the digital "mark" and force all of us into slavery.

So with every day pushing America closer and closer to something that looks much more like a slave colony than a free country, and the globalists using their '
Kiyosaki in the first video at the bottom of this story in which he warns us about the rapid dawn of the 'great reset,' taking aim at Klaus Schwab, Henry Kissinge
and be happy.”

Warning within that video that all of these globalist ideologies are both dangerous and evil, they also quote Henry Kissinger whose words give us a look at the f

“If you control the food, you control a nation. If you control the energy, you control a region. If you control the money, you control the world.” Henry Kissinger

And Kiyosaki and his guests warn us bluntly, History tells us this is true.

(ANP FUNDRAISER: Due to heavy censorship by 'big tech' upon ANP articles, we're running a fundraising drive. (https://www.paypal.com/paypalme/AllNewsP
the years. With donations and ad revenue all that keep ANP online, if you're able, please consider donating to ANP to help keep us in this fight for America (htt
systematic, 'big tech' censorship and widespread institutional corruption, truth-seeking media and alternative views are crucial, and EVERY little bit helps more

(https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/b/R29vZ2xl/AVvXsEiovLdupDhLsmJz66ZUCQ2idfeOoRnvNg3IZjQSse5eBnJNhThQnBTDb_6DRuDf4c08DP7TbJO
cLiqZXSCUY/s500/imageedit_1_749800

According to this story over at NH Global Partners (https://nhglobalpartners.com/china-social-credit-system-explained/), 2022 marks a new phase in the deve
cities having introduced some version of the system, or being about to do so" and "the implementation of the system for corporations especially advanced
credit system". 
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With that story showing how fast things are accelerating in China towards the full implementation of their digital tyranny system, it also reported that back in 20
implement an Orwellian system premised on controlling virtually every facet of human life – the so-called “social credit score.” 

And with Business Insider back in December of 2021 reporting (https://www.businessinsider.com/china-social-credit-system-punishments-and-rewards-explain
bans if the Communist Party deems them untrustworthy," it doesn't take too much imagination to imagine what Democrats would do should they have the s
can.

And as that previously mentioned WND story alluded to, just imagine them having the power to turn off our debit cards as we stood in line at the cash re
following excerpt comes to us from this WND story (https://www.wnd.com/2022/08/biden-planning-protect-us-cash-beginning-dec-13).: 

Some of America's smartest men, including Robert Kiyosaki, investment guru and author of the personal finance book "Rich Dad, Poor Dad," have some choic

Kiyosaki called President Joe Biden's signed executive order "the most treasonous act in U.S. history" and the creation of Central Bank Digital Currencies, o

He is joined by Jim Rickards, another economist, investor and former CIA official who is calling it a step toward the end of cash, the greenback, in circulation si

Rickards has four decades of experience on Wall Street. Rickards criticized CBDC and labeled it as "Bitcoin's Evil Cousin." He also exposed the supposed sing
systems in the U.S. 

He said when what he calls "C-Day" happens, paper money would be worthless and the U.S. dollar would crash. He further added that consumer spen

Executive Order 14067, titled "Ensuring Responsible Development of Digital Assets," includes developing policy plans and the organization of federal regulator
democratic values, including privacy protections, and that ensures the global financial system has appropriate transparency connectivity, and platform and arch

Notes Rickards, "Thanks to Section 4 of Biden's Executive Order 14067, calling for urgent research into developing the digital dollar, I believe the U.S. dollar, th
Bucks' because I want him to take full credit for what I consider to be crimes," says Rickards. 

"This is not like the money in your online bank account … No, this is new and different. Every digital dollar will be a programmable token, like bitcoin or oth
way I see it … Biden Bucks will have the full backing of the U.S. Federal Reserve. They will REPLACE the cash ('fiat') dollar we have now. And will soon b

(https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/b/R29vZ2xl/AVvXsEiHR0f6Q2QHNG2hrh1H92p2RNhxyGntzYDrVTmQLOkDNzZSgOo1Krb27E4brfML9d8
LFCRPeTO3w0XiD7hAAaVxPhE/s500/imageedit_

Also warning that this new system will be used to push such pet projects of the left as electric vehicles and green energy, their story warns of scenarios like this

You want to keep your internal combustion engine car? Your digital dollars suddenly won't pay for gas. You'll be forced to buy an electric vehicle. 

Rickards calls it "the tip of the fascist iceberg." 

"America would become a surveillance state like China or North Korea" he says.

So with what's already happening in China giving us a good look at America's future if the globalists get their way, in the 1st video below we hear from Robert K
months ahead. 

Tacking a whole slew of the globalists agendas, including their war upon food, one of the guests in this video, Mark Moss, author of a new book “Uncommunist
the next 24 months."

With Fox News in the 2nd video below taking a look at Biden's executive order on crypto, what former acting Assistant Treasury Secretary Gregory Zerzan term
months ahead with the hiring of a huge number of agents as heard in the final video below. 

Is the Great Reset Happening? -Is the Great Reset Happening? -
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Biden executive order on cryptoBiden executive order on crypto
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Susan Duclos  • 3 days ago

• Reply •

Mod

BARTICLE - https://www.allnewspipeline...
△ ▽

judah • 3 days ago

• Reply •

Well, not everyone is going into slavery. Just the seed of Esau, as was
written in Scripture. So, nothing to see here...lol
△ ▽

Susan Duclos  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

Mod

new -- https://www.allnewspipeline...
△ ▽

LJB • 4 days ago

• Reply •

▶

 2△ ▽

John Galt • 4 days ago

• Reply •

Good job guys! Keep agreeing with the Elites and playing the poor me
victim. Just lie down and let them do it because you are weak and
helpless. IS THIS THE KIND OF LIFE YOU WANT FOR YOU AND
YOUR CHILDREN??? Then STOP AGREEING WITH THEM AND
START DENOUNCING EVERY ONE OF THEIR PLANS. WE WILL
NOT COMPLY!!! WE WILL NOT SURRENDER. WE WILL NOT
STAND FOR IT.
 2△ ▽
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Billy Lulzz • 4 days ago

• Reply •

For anyone still looking for Ivermectin tablets, you can get them here:

https://www.reliablerxpharm...

no prescription required, leave the RX info on the checkout page blank.

Also here is a huge thread with tons of info on Ivermectin that I highly
encourage everyone to read:

https://www.godlikeproducti...
 1△ ▽

Jmlsmb • 4 days ago

• Reply •

CBDC will probably happen in a weaker Europe first. That will be the
sign that it's time to turn dollars into tangibles.
 1△ ▽

KORGG • 4 days ago

• Reply •

Schwab told his elite buddies to prepare for an angrier world. 
Imagine if those who cause all the anger are suddenly killed off by
angry peasants. 
It would still have its problems , but the world would be far less angry if
the elites were eliminated and everyone lived their lives as free people.
 7△ ▽

Terry jones  • 4 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> KORGG

If these nasty traitors keep pushing this digital currency and ID
bullshit then I hope that happens. WHY DO WE NEED THE
TRAITORS ANYWAY? THEY DO NOTHING BUT CUASE
MISERY. WORLD WOULD BE BETTER OFF WITHOUT THEM
IN IT.
 1△ ▽

realwesterner  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> KORGG

Murder, lies and tyranny do tend to make people a little cranky.
 6△ ▽

LJB • 4 days ago

• Reply •

Ok thats enough chit chat. Back to work debt slaves. You have to
prove your worth to Yuval harari else get hunted down and shot by the
IRS.
 2△ ▽

LJB  • 4 days ago

see more

• Reply •

> LJB

▶

△ ▽

gre81 • 4 days ago

• Reply •

NEW - Joan of Arc, a national heroine of France, will be portrayed as
non-binary with the pronouns "they" and "them" in a new play at the
home of Shakespeare in London. 
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/...
△ ▽

Guns N Rosaries  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> gre81

If the place burns down with everyone inside, no surprise here.
△ ▽
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• Reply •△ ▽

LiveFreeOrDieANP  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

Mod

Good morning! New story out on ANP: https://allnewspipeline.com...
△ ▽

gre81 • 4 days ago

• Reply •

JUST IN - Drought declared in 8 of 14 areas in England. Stores begin
rationing water, millions of households are hit by hosepipe bans.
△ ▽

💐meadow  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> gre81

And Monday is expected rainfall and thunderstorms, so get the
brolly's out. :) lol.
△ ▽

Master Of Reality  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> gre81

What’s a hosepipe?
△ ▽

💐meadow  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> Master Of Reality

Water hose ,rubber garden hose, sprinkler :)
△ ▽

LJB  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> Master Of Reality

... or a holepipe.... ebonics translation
 1△ ▽

LJB  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> LJB

The term ebonics has primarily been used to
refer to the a dialect distinctively different from
Standard American English.
△ ▽

gre81  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> Master Of Reality

Water hose
 1△ ▽

Master Of Reality • 4 days ago

• Reply •

Well I got me a few more IRS agents last night, I weed em out slowly
but surly, 😜
 4△ ▽

Jackie Puppet  • 3 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> Master Of Reality

Only 87,000 left to go �

Put 'em in the traps as coon bait!
△ ▽

gre81 • 4 days ago • edited

• Reply •

Ukraine Using American-Supplied Weapons to ATTACK NUCLEAR
POWER PLANT 
https://halturnerradioshow....
 1△ ▽

gre81 • 4 days ago

• Reply •

The Incongruities of Our Time Are Mind-Boggling 
https://www.paulcraigrobert...
△ ▽

FattyWink • 4 days ago

• Reply •
A whole bunch of comments just disappeared
△ ▽

FattyWink  • 4 days ago

• Reply •

> FattyWink

And now they’re back
△ ▽

Terry jones  • 4 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> FattyWink

Traitors want to control the narrative. Just look at how on
the MSM they will tell a complete lie and not let people
comment or if they do and the people call them out on
their lies then they end the comments but they will allow
comments on some brain dead liberal bullshit no one
cares about. Fk the news and thier lies.
△ ▽
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Germany at risk of mass unrest – security official 
https://www.rt.com/news/560...
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Welcome to the party.
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BREAKING POINT for America: Steve Quayle and Mike Adams
warn of the coming nullification, secession 
https://rumble.com/v1fovl9-...
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Flynn Says What We All Realized After Jan 6… Q Is Deep State Psych
OP 
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A lot of us realized that years before that.
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He's blowing smoke.
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In Spain, 16-Year-Olds Will Soon Be Able To Change Their Gender
Without Their Parents' Consent 
https://www.zerohedge.com/p...
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In Germany one can legally change their gender once a
year......sounds like transphobia to me....
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Like a scene outta Woody Allen's "Bananas".
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It’s truly a tragedy, and I feel for those kids parents and the kids
who are groomed into confusion by people serving their own
egos. But, I think it will be self-correcting generation over
generation, unfortunately at the sacrifice of these poor kids.
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600,000 Barrels Of Oil Output Shut At 7 US Gulf Platforms On Pipeline
Outage 
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One month of lower gas prices was enough I guess
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biden has to pay for the illegal alien rats he is allowing to
invade America.
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The Presidency From Hell 
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Notice how since the traitor biden broke quarranteen covid IS
NO LONGER AN ISSUE? PROVES THE WHOLE THING WAS
NOTHING BUT TOTAL LIBERAL LIES AND BULLSHIT. FJB
AND THE CDC AND THE FBI. IF AMERICA WAS TO GET RID
OF THOSE TRAITORS RIGHT THERE THE COUNTRY
WOULD BE A BETTER PLACE. I HOPE IF THE IRS GOES
DOOR TO DOOR THAT PEOPLE ALL OVER THE COUNTRY
ERASE THEIR ASSES. THEY ARE FKN TRAITORS. HOW
ABOUT THEY START WITH THE BIGGEST TRAITOR AND
THIEF OF ALL JOE BIDEN?
△ ▽
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* Medical Doctor Calls Out The COVID Vaccine Deaths And Propaganda - High Cancer Rates Also Associated With The Shot - The
Mainstream Media Will Never Report On This (Medical_Doctor_Calls_Out_The_COVID_Vaccine_Deaths_And_Propaganda.php)

* Everything Happening Now Is Part Of The Govt War Upon Awakened Americans As 'Gestapo FBI' That Pushed Russian Collusion
Hoax Covers Up Its Role In The 2020 Election Steal

(Everything_Happening_Now_Is_Part_Of_The_Govt_War_Upon_Awakened_Americans.php)

* These Numbers Show America Is In Dark And Dangerous Waters No Matter What Joe Biden Or His Minions Might Tell Us - Labor
Productivity Has Collapsed (No_Matter_What_Joe_Biden_Or_His_Minions_Might_Tell_Us.php)

* As America Passes The Point Of No Return As 'Rogue Government' Imposes Draconian Dictates To Control Everything, Only
Americans Fighting Back Will Stop The Coming Bloodbath (Rogue_Government_Imposes_Draconian_Dictates.php)

* As The Biden Administration Lies Through Their Teeth To The American People, Americans Are Starving As Biden And The
Globalists Carry Out Financial Terrorism Upon Us All (Biden_Administration_Carrying_Out_Financial_Terrorism.php)
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